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Merging or acquiring another �rm is one of the most e�ective methods of growing
an accounting practice. Potential candidates are usually vetted based on partner and
practice compatibility, desired location for expansion, niche specialization ...
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Merging or acquiring another �rm is one of the most effective methods of growing
an accounting practice.  Potential candidates are usually vetted based on partner and
practice compatibility, desired location for expansion, niche specialization and/or to
address retirement and succession issues.  With con�dential discussions underway,
the negotiators most often focus on the practice areas that they are most comfortable
talking about (Tax, Assurance, Practice Management), leaving Information
Technology considerations to be handled “at a later time.”  Unfortunately, this has
sometimes resulted in disastrous consequences when �rms are suddenly surprised
with IT costs and production incompatibilities lurking just below the surface.  Before
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inking the deal, �rms should include an assessment of IT compatibility as part of
their M&A strategy. Below we outline nine considerations for �rms to take into
account to ensure a more successful merger.

Application Mix: Standardization of applications is one of the keys to success in
M&A so that all work can be shared along with support, training and licensing
costs.  Firms should agree to utilizing a single �rm listing of applications and
mandate that all conversion and adoption be completed within one year, with
signi�cant �nancial penalties for non-compliance.  Firms must avoid paying licenses
for duplicative applications for tax research, �xed assets, and multiple years of
accounting products outside of the �rm standard and agree to a single tax production
and audit production approach.

Data Integration/Conversion: Firms should inquire about the process to integrate
the acquired practices �rm/client data into the combined entities selected
applications for practice management, tax, and other programs.  In the case of
practice management, this may have to be done speci�cally by the application
vendor which can be dif�cult to schedule at yearend when many other �rms are also
competing for conversion slots. Firms should also inquire if there is a “consulting”
fee required to convert the data in the case of a merger which should be factored into
the equation.

Licensing: Firms should verify licensing and versions for all applications, as well as
long term commitments.  This would include all applications and inquiring about
the cost of “of�ce vs. �rm” licenses which can impact tax production (where each
location has a unique preparation address) and inquire whether there is a fee to
move to or from an on-premise application and a cloud-based application.  Also,
regarding licensing, traditionally �rms would buy a version of Microsoft Of�ce,
Windows, and Adobe Acrobat with a computer and then skip subsequent versions,
only upgrading when mandated. Microsoft and Adobe have repackaged their
offerings, so it only makes �nancial sense to go to their subscription model and buy
their full Of�ce and Document Cloud offerings or risk losing features and access to
support.

Discontinued Applications/Technology 
In addition to ongoing lease, IT support and Internet connectivity contracts, �rms
should speci�cally document the terms and expiration dates for any applications or
equipment that will not be utilized by the combined entity, as long term
commitments including duplicators, document management, work�ow, CRM and
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other licensing agreements are dif�cult to get out of and may include early
cancellation penalties. 

Server Infrastructure/Expansion 
Firms managing their own networks internally must verify that their �le servers and
storage systems can handle the combined merger volume.  This is of particular
concern in �rms that are similar in size as doubling the capacity of servers and
storage is often not in the initial design of either �rm and can lead to requiring an
entirely new SAN or additional servers including the required server operating
system licenses and backup.  Combining �rm networks can also be impacted by the
physical size of the server room and necessary air conditioning to keep that room
cool. While more and more �rms are moving their applications and servers to third
party vendors and clouds which handle these components, there is still a percentage
of �rms that want to control all of their equipment and data and �nd that their
disaster recovery costs make their traditional infrastructure untenantable.

Internet Connectivity 
When evaluating a merger and a location for the combined data and applications to
be centralized, it is important that this location has reliable and redundant Internet
connectivity for the remote users and locations to be able to work effectively.  If the
primary location does not have adequate Internet connectivity, �rms should
combine their infrastructures into a colocation or private cloud facility having the
required connectivity.

Remote Access 
One of the hallmarks of successful mergers is working as “one �rm,” which includes
all applications working as effectively from a remote, client or home of�ce as in the
headquarters.  This means having an optimized remote access solution either in a
vendor cloud or private cloud designed for this purpose. Firms have found that
individual remote access solutions do not scale well for multiple users and create
signi�cant frustration in mobile users and in most cases the �rms do not have
adequate resources to implement robust remote access technologies (Citrix and
Microsoft RAS). 

Communication/Collaboration

Communication with remote users is also a critical component that �rms must
prioritize from the beginning of the merger.  This should not only include
integration of phone and email systems but also the use of collaborative tools such as
Zoom, Slack, Microsoft Teams and Yammer.  These tools work optimally with a video
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camera, microphone and speakers which do not come standard with desktop
computers and may need to be implemented at the time of the merger.  If the �rm is
integrating phone systems and utilizing Voice Over IP (VOIP), the headsets/handsets
required in addition to the webcam systems can be a surprise hidden cost.

Workstation Standards 
Firms should document workstation con�gurations to update all acquired
computers to the �rm standard and plan to immediately replace all machines with
less than one-year life remaining.  For workstations that still have two years of life
remaining but need upgrades to Windows and components such as additional RAM
and mandatory Solid State Drives, it may be more cost-effective to schedule those
workstations for replacement with the �rst year machines.  They number and size of
monitors should also be documented as the screen real-estate for triple 17” monitors
(antiquated) would not be adequate compared to dual oversize (28” or larger) which
would be able to effectively display four or more applications in full size.

Having a person knowledgeable on information technology requirements involved
early on in the merger process will help minimize the number of �nancial and
production surprises that can occur.  Focusing on standards and good
communications will help make the merger a success. 
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